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Abstract
While the number of transistors on a chip increases exponentially
over time, the productivity that can be realized from these sys-
tems has not kept pace. To deal with the complexity of modern
systems, software developers are increasingly dependent on spe-
cialized development tools such as security profilers, memory leak
identifiers, data flight recorders, and dynamic type analysis. Many
of these tools require full-system data which covers multiple in-
teracting threads, processes, and processors. Reducing the perfor-
mance penalty and complexity of these software tools is critical
to those developing next generation applications, and many re-
searchers have proposed adding specialized hardware to assist in
profiling and introspection. Unfortunately, while this additional
hardware would be incredibly beneficial to developers, the cost of
this hardware must be paid on every single die that is manufactured.

In this paper, we argue that a new way to attack this problem is
with the addition of specialized analysis hardware built on separate
active layers stacked vertically on the processor die using 3D IC
technology. This provides a modular “snap-on” functionality that
could be included with developer systems, and omitted from con-
sumer systems to keep the cost impact to a minimum. In this paper
we describe the advantage of using inter-die vias for introspection
and we quantify the impact they can have in terms of the area,
power, temperature, and routability of the resulting systems. We
show that hardware stubs could be inserted into commodity proces-
sors at design time that would allow analysis layers to be bonded
to development chips, and that these stubs would increase area and
power by no more than 0.021mm2 and 0.9% respectively.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C. Computer Systems Orga-
nization. [C.1 Processor Architectures]
General Terms Design, Performance
Keywords Introspection, Hardware Support for Profiling, 3D Ar-
chitectures

1. Introduction
Developing high quality software for a modern computer system is
no easy task. Performance critical applications are likely to execute
for quadrillions of instructions, operate in a complex environment
with multiple run-time components, and are increasingly responsi-
ble for managing various architectural resources including power
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and hardware threads. In order to battle this complexity, developers
are becoming more dependent on sophisticated software analysis
tools. While mixed static-dynamic analysis can be done completely
in software through binary instrumentation, the amount of analysis
that can be done at test-time is bounded by the performance impact
that can be tolerated. In long running or interactive programs, this
is especially critical.

To enable run-time analysis with low overhead many researchers
have proposed the development of specialized on-chip hardware
modules that can assist software developers in building more se-
cure, more bug free, and more efficient applications. For example,
a processor may be extended to dynamically insert instructions
into the execution stream to profile a program for performance or
buffer exploits [15, 16], analysis modules may be added to uncover
the performance bottlenecks, hardware performance monitors may
track the activities of the cache or branch unit [6, 13, 41, 52, 14, 21],
replay boxes may be inserted for tracking down difficult to repro-
duce bugs [49], and a host of other mechanisms have been proposed
in research literature. While the amount of information available at
the hardware level makes this a natural place to add new runtime
analysis functionality, the inclusion of specialized on-chip hard-
ware is at odds with the cost and marketing constraints of those that
build consumer microprocessor systems. Analysis modules can re-
quire a significant amount of area and often introduce interconnect
congestion because they require signals from many different parts
of the chip. In the end, processor developers are reluctant to add
anything but the simplest of modules because the added cost cuts
directly into the profits. These modules must be replicated on every
single processor, regardless of whether they are used by the end
user or not.

As an example, consider hardware performance monitors (HPMs).
HPMs, such as performance counters, exist on almost every high
end commercial processor sold today [17, 18, 24]. These monitors
are included in the architecture specification, integrated with the
design, fabricated with every single die, and rigorously verified
and tested. For all of this work, ninety nine percent of users that
buy a machine never use, or even think about, this hardware. It
is included almost entirely for the benefit of commercial software
developers who use these counters to tune and optimize their pro-
duction code. While HPMs may be worth while just due to their
small size, any specialized hardware support for developers will
be unused in the common case because most consumers do not
develop critical code, they execute it. This is not to say that the
adding of developer functionality is useless, in fact we argue just
the opposite in this paper. It is the case that this additional hardware
is only useful to the select, though important, minority of users that
write critical code for the rest of us. Given that high performance
software analysis tools are needed, the challenge is enabling these
techniques with a minimum of impact on typical end-user systems.



The primary goal of this paper is to explore a new method by
which analysis functionality can be added to a processor. Specifi-
cally, we propose a new and modular way to add analysis hardware
to next generation processors through the use of 3D IC technology.
Several 3D technologies, such as those involving inter-die vias, are
currently being evaluated in industry as a means of stacking multi-
ple chips together. Some potential applications include the stacking
of DRAM or bigger cache directly onto the processor die to alle-
viate memory pressure [26, 28, 32, 42, 45, 51, 31] and designing
stacked chips of multiple processors [3]. While the details of this
technology are more fully described in Section 3, the main idea is
that two pieces of silicon are bonded together to form a single chip,
and the two active layers of the silicon are connected through inter-
die vias (called posts) which run vertically between them. This abil-
ity to interconnect multiple active layers means that we can con-
sider optionally adding a layer to a processor specifically for anal-
ysis which would have access to most of the important signals of
the system. A processor with this ability could be sold to develop-
ers, while commodity systems would simply not include this extra
analysis layer. In this paper we study the potential of 3D IC tech-
nology to enable new forms of introspective chips. We more fully
elaborate on some of the advantages of 3D introspection over tradi-
tional hardware integration in Section 2. To make our analysis con-
crete, we precisely quantify both the chip bandwidth requirements
for full introspection, and the relevant characteristics of 2D and 3D
IC technology in Section 3. While there are many advantages of
performing analysis on a layer stacked above the main processor, it
does not come for free. In Section 4 we consider the architectural
impact of a 3D approach in comparison to both a system with no
support for introspection and a system with introspection hardware
integrated on the same die. We quantify the increase in area, the
interconnect overhead, and both the power and thermal impacts of
such a design.

2. Introspection in 3D
While software-only schemes are very attractive because of their
flexibility and hardware independence, they always require support
at the system level and inevitably perturb the software systems be-
ing tested no matter how well engineered. While researchers con-
tinue to reduce software profiling overheads through clever switch-
ing and sampling, developers will always demand heavier forms of
dynamic analysis than software alone can provide non-intrusively.
Most current machines already make use of some form of perfor-
mance counters, and most machines now support this idea. While
these counters are very useful in quantifying the performance of a
machine, it is difficult to use them to assist in more complex analy-
sis methods because of the lack of flexibility to profile application-
level events and require significant software management in order
to extract useful information [6]. However, if general purpose pro-
filing hardware was added, it could be used to directly instrument
and analyze an executing program no matter what software lay-
ers were used. Several researchers have already proposed the idea
of including these processors on-chip. ProfileMe [21] and Rela-
tional Profiling Architecture [23] are flexible and versatile schemes
for gathering profile information. Zilles and Sohi [52] in their co-
processor approach, design hardware to analyze the stream and
compress it to provide concise and distilled profile information to
the main processor. Vaswani, et al., in [46] propose a hardware path
profiler. While these approaches provide an effective way of pro-
cessing data that is captured at the processor level, hardware de-
signers in industry have been slow to include these devices for sev-
eral reasons. In this section we describe the major advantages of
building an analysis processor “on top of” rather than “integrated
with” the main processor.
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Figure 1. The traditional approach to attacking the hardware pro-
filing problem involves integrating specialized profiling function-
ality on the same die as the processor. To gather information, long
global wires are required which necessarily cross multiple func-
tional blocks. To get high performance, buffers or pipeline latches
are required, which in turn require access to silicon which makes
for a big mess. Alternatively, in a stacked approach, only a single
buffer is required to drive the post up to the analysis layer (which
would be an optional feature for software developers)

2.1 Cutting Interconnect Impact

One of the most significant advantages of building monitoring hard-
ware that sits on top of the main processor is that interconnect con-
gestion is drastically reduced. As pointed out in a recent discus-
sion of the challenges facing performance monitoring hardware [2],
gathering data from all over the chip for centralized analysis re-
quires a global interconnect that causes some serious headaches.
The interconnect will have to cross almost every possible design
block and will consume a good deal of the top metal layers. Not
only will the interconnect need to join these different regions of
the processor, it will also have to run at very high speed. For ex-
ample, capturing the address of every load instruction would take
around 64 Gbps of bandwidth. This data rate, coupled with the long
distances required, necessitates wire buffering and even pipeline
latches. This in turn requires that silicon is reserved in many differ-
ent blocks so that the wires can get access to the needed transistors
(this problem is more clearly illustrated in Figure 1). In a full cus-
tom design, this requires a significant amount of engineering effort
spread across every level of the physical and architectural design.
Many companies are reluctant to add the complexity of these addi-
tional global nets to their designs.

Instead of being forced to route performance data through other
blocks, inter-die vias can move data out of plane to a layer specially
constructed for gathering and analyzing run-time information (how
this is done is described in Section 3.2.2). Of course, this does not
come for free, each inter-layer via (or post) could be up to 5µ on a
side. Space needs to be reserved for the gates that drive the posts,
and switching these large pieces of metal will require some amount
of power. In Section 4 we examine how 3D ICs help introspection
by quantifying the wires in terms of the number of wire buffers that
are needed, the area they will occupy, and power they consume
compared to on-die routing. While there is some overhead, the
area needed for the posts is localized to the position of the tap
(where the profile data is gathered) and no extra coordination is
required between the designers of the different blocks. It turns out
that because the wires can be much shorter, the power overhead is
actually reduced compared to on-die routing.

2.2 Reducing Cost for Commodity Parts

A second advantage that 3D integration provides is a way to re-
duce the total cost to the end user. The cost for an integrated hard-



ware monitor needs to be paid by every end user, despite the fact
that most will never use nor need such functionality. In the United
States there are an estimated 225 million PCs [5] in use, which is
more than 3 computers for every 4 people, as compared to a total of
700 thousand programmers. Even if every programmer demanded
a system with hardware support for debugging, the market of such
devices would still be orders of magnitude less than commodity
PCs. By fabricating the analysis model with steps that are comple-
mentary to (but separate from) the main processor, stacked active
layers offers the potential to add monitors on just a small subset of
devices without impacting the overall cost of the main processor.
Just to be clear, we are advocating the sale of one type of processor
which is always fabricated with connections for hardware monitor-
ing. The difference between the system we sell to the consumer and
the one that is sold to the developer is only whether the hardware
monitor devices are actually stacked on top or not. This means we
must consider two costs:

(a) The cost of the developer system with hardware monitoring
and analysis stacked on top. There is definitely a cost to fabricating
systems using 3D technology as it requires mounting the analysis
engine, the thermal effects can require the use of more expensive
heat sink technology, and the monitoring/analysis layers need to be
fabricated and tested. It is difficult to estimate the additional fabri-
cation costs, although many are advocating moving towards 3D IC
technology for performance reasons in which case the incremental
cost of adding a layer will be small (especially if one analysis layer
could be used for multiple different families of chip). In addition to
the increased fabrication costs, heat will be generated both by driv-
ing the posts and by the active layer of the monitor, which in turn
will effect cooling costs. In Section 4 we quantify many of these
effects.

(b) The cost of a consumer system with the hardware monitor-
ing/analysis left off. If the average consumer is to buy a system
without a mounted analysis engine, we need to measure the in-
cremental cost of making the main processor hardware monitoring
compatible. The added cost here is due almost completely to the
area consumed by the circuit that drives the post and the vertical
column of vias that is required to connect where the post would
go (which is now a stub because it is not connected to anything).
Again, these area considerations are quantified in Section 4.

2.3 Enabling more Powerful Software Analysis

The final major advantage of stacking a hardware monitor on top
of the main processor is the potential it has to open new avenues of
research in heavy-weight dynamic program analysis. Current run-
time systems are heavily constrained by both the overhead of anal-
ysis and the very limited monitoring bandwidth available. A full
analysis of the potential of such a system to enable new types of
dynamic analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, however there
are many examples of such analysis already existing. For example,
Mondrian Memory Protection extends the idea of memory protec-
tion to include protection on arbitrarily small ranges of memory
with permissions for read, write, and execute [47] and has been
shown to be effective at identifying many types of software bugs
through emulation in software [48]. Unsafe pointer dereference
analysis, such as “fat pointers” [27, 38] or unsafe memory region
tracking [50], can identify the code that is most likely to be ex-
ploited by worms and other network based attacks. Tracking data
flow tags through the architecture can point to the suspicious use of
data [44, 19] so that worms can be identified in the wild, and data
flight recording [49, 36] can allow the playback of architectural
state when bugs or attacks are identified. These analysis methods
provide a powerful tool, but can cause anywhere from 10 to 10,000
times slowdown. Many have proposed the use of detailed profile
information to make informed design and optimization decisions.

Procedure and data placement, trace scheduling, value specializa-
tion, network load balancing, dynamic compilation, and a whole
host of power management techniques can all be precisely guided
by a more accurate picture of what a program is doing and how it
is interacting with the system.

While all these analysis methods have great potential, a com-
mercially viable way to accelerate them in hardware is needed.
Because our monitor is decoupled from the main processor, the
amount of area and power which can be allocated to analysis is
increased significantly. In Section 4 we explore the limits of our
proposed approach in terms of these constraints.

3. Quantifying the Technology
Now that we have discussed the high level ideas behind chip-
stacking a hardware monitor, let us consider a concrete example of
both a 3D technology and a specific hardware monitor (which we
call an analysis engine). A multilayer interconnect could take the
form of any number of different competing technologies, includ-
ing chip-bonding, Multi-chip Modules (MCM) [34], chip-stacking
with vias [9, 20], or even wireless superconnect [35]. While chip-
bonding and MCM technology are already used in a variety of em-
bedded contexts [4, 8], more aggressive 3D technologies are being
heavily researched by several major industrial consortiums. Intel,
for example, has been investigating 3D integration to include extra
levels of cache. If this technology is included to add extra func-
tionality for consumer machines, it would be an incremental step to
add an additional optional analysis layer. As this is the most mature
next-generation superconnect technology, and given the major in-
vestments in its development by industry giants such as Intel, IBM,
and Inion, we use this technology as a starting point for our evalu-
ation.

3.1 Manufacturing Posts Between Two Die

One popular method of fabricating 3D integrated chips is to bond
together two fully processed wafers on which transistors and wires
have been fabricated, such that the wafers completely overlap. The
top wafer is first thinned to approximately 1̃0-50µm. Optically ad-
justed bonding is then used to stick this layer to the bottom wafer
using an organic adhesive layer (2̃µm) of polyimide. After met-
alization is done on both layers and prior to the bonding process,
electrical connections are needed between the two wafers. The con-
nection is made by inter-chip vias, which are etched through the
inter-metal-layer dielectric on the top wafer, the thinned top Si
wafer itself and through the cured adhesive layer. The inter-chip
vias are then formed in these etched holes using chemical vapour
deposited (CVD) tungsten which can withstand the high tempera-
tures ( 400oC) of the wafer bonding process. In a modern process,
these vertical interconnects typically have cross-sections of 5µm x
5µm and height of 30-40 µm, whereas a normal metal wire’s cross
section is of the order of 1µm x 1µm [1]. We refer to these inter-
chip vias as posts for the rest of our paper. A second approach relies
on thermo-compression bonding between metal pads in each wafer.
In this case, Cu-Ta pads on both wafers serve as the electrical con-
tacts between the inter-chip vias on the top thinned Si wafer and the
uppermost interconnects on the bottom Si wafer. These processes,
as well as other processes (for 3D integration of VLSI chips) are
described in [8, 9].

The cross section of the stacked processor layer and analysis
layer is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, we show the active layer
(where cmos logic is designed), metal layers (for routing), vias
(connecting metal layers), buffers (driving vias), and vertical posts
(connecting different active layers) because we will use these terms
to explain the advantages and overhead of introspective 3D chip in
subsequent sections.
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3.2 Details of the Interconnect

In this subsection, we present the analysis of interconnects and as-
sociated buffers that are used to drive the interconnect. To compare
the interconnect and buffers overhead with 2D, we calculate the ac-
tive layer area overhead (area of active layers), metalization area
overhead (area of metal layers), and power consumption for both
2D and 3D ICs and buffers. The analysis is completely different
in 3D compared to 2D because of different requirements of num-
ber of buffers and complexity of interconnect. In 2D, we need to
drive the interconnect across the chip, so we need larger number
of buffers, whereas in 3D, the interconnect is going vertically up
to the layer above and this requires just one buffer in the processor
layer. However, we need to route the interconnects in the analysis
layer of 3D chip from the vertical posts which are driven from the
processor layer. For 3D interconnect, we use post of height 50 µm
and the orientation of these posts are shown in Figure 3. For 2D and
the analysis layer in 3D, we consider the optimal buffer insertion to
drive the interconnect across the chip, which is explained in detail
below.

3.2.1 Buffering Long Wires

Driving a signal across a very long wire (in 2D) requires that the
wire is broken up into segments, where each segment is driven with
its own buffer (which acts like a repeater in a network [29]). To

keep up with the data rate at which profile data is generated every
cycle, we would need to insert buffers of the appropriate sizes at
regular intervals along this global interconnect. While increasing
the size of a buffer increases its drive strength, it also increases the
load capacitance seen by the previous driver stage. Similarly, while
a larger number of buffers along the wire decreases the wire load
on each buffer, it adds to the capacitive load on the overall inter-
connect. Hence there exists an optimal buffer size (bopt) and inter-
buffer separation (lopt) which minimizes the delay along these long
global interconnects. For the 130 nm node the optimal buffer size
is found to be 74 times the minimum-sized inverter, and the opti-
mal inter-buffer separation is found to be 284µm. The device and
interconnect parameters for these calculations are found from [1].

3.2.2 Interconnect overhead analysis

In order to estimate the area overhead for routing these global inter-
connects and buffers, we separately consider the active area occu-
pied by the buffers (the silicon surface area required to implement
the inverters) and the metalization area occupied by the additional
wiring requirements of these global interconnects.

2D Interconnect Overhead - We find that for 0.13µm technol-
ogy, the active area required by one optimally sized buffer is 0.21e-
4 mm2. At 2 GHz, driving the capacitance of the wire segment and
the input to the next buffer, each buffer will consume 0.290 mW.
The static power of a buffer is calculated using the E-cacti tool
[33] which is an extended version of Cacti, however the contribu-
tion (0.003mW) is negligible compared to the dynamic power (as
it is switching a large load with high frequency). Using a processor
floorplan (See figure 5, we find the number of buffers that are re-
quired to drive the interconnect across the chip and then we can get
the interconnect overhead for 2D system with analysis engine.

3D Interconnect Overhead - The overhead that interferes with
the processor in the 3D case comes from the buffers needed to drive
the posts. As explained before, the global wire routing and addi-
tional buffers are all placed on the AE layer and incur no overhead
on the microprocessor layer. We also analyze the interconnect over-
head in the analysis layer as data comes from posts and is routed
over metal wires to the analysis engine. The buffer, post, and global
wire analysis is similar to the 2D case except that we need fewer
buffers in the processor layer compared to 2D. To find the power
consumption of a post, we calculate the capacitance of the post by
considering the worst possible case i.e. when a single post is sur-
rounded by 8 posts on all sides as shown in Figure 3. This worst
possible case takes care of the maximum possible coupling capac-
itance loading from surrounding wires. The worst case capacitance
of a single post is found (using [37]) to be 0.594e-15 F /µm. Since
we take the length of post to be 50 µm in our case, the capacitance
of one post will be 0.297e-13 F . In 0.13 µm technology with a fre-
quency of 2 Ghz, the maximum power consumption of one single
post will be 0.071 mW.

Metalization area - The metalization area overhead of imple-
menting the analysis engine is evaluated by considering the mini-
mum area on the different metal layers that needs to be reserved for
routing the global wires that interconnect the analysis engine to the
microprocessor. For the 2D case, it is assumed that these global in-
terconnects are routed on the topmost metal layer of the micropro-
cessor with minimum pitch global wires (670nm for 130nm tech-
nology node [1]). In addition, every buffer inserted in the global
interconnect is assumed to be interconnected by a stack of vias of
minimum width (175nm square [1]) that run through all successive
metal layers from the topmost (Metal 8) to the active layer. For the
3D case, it is assumed that a single optimally sized buffer is imple-
mented on the microprocessor layer. This buffer drives the signal
through a 3D post (5µm square) and the remaining global inter-
connect routing is implemented in the top metal layer of the stacked



Application Data Required Posts Location

Memory Addresses 32×IPC LSQ
Memory Values 32×IPC LSQ
Program Counter 32×IPC Program Counter
Opcodes 3×10×IPC Integer/FP Queue
Register Names 2×5×IPC Integer/FP Queue
Register Values 32×IPC Register File
is cache miss 2 MBox
is branch miss 3 Branch Predictors
is tlb miss 2 Translation Buffer

Table 1. Number of required posts for different profiling applica-
tion data. For each type of data the number of posts needed is shown
in the second column (the vertical interconnection lines that need to
be inserted to drive the data to the analysis engine). The third col-
umn is the location on the layer-1 processor where the tap drivers
need to be placed.

analysis engine (AE) layer. The metalization area for the 3D case
is only the total area that needs to be reserved on each metal layer
of the microprocessor (Metal1 to Metal8) to accommodate the con-
nection from the buffer to the 3D via (which need not form a per-
fect vertical column). In this case, additional buffers needed for the
global interconnect are also implemented in the stacked AE layer,
hence they lead to no overhead in the microprocessor layer itself.

3.3 Profiling Requirements

As mentioned previously, gathering profile information is very cru-
cial to many optimizations and design problems. In this subsection
we explain where in the processor we need to put the taps in and
how many posts are required to draw out the required data to the
analysis engine. In order to ensure that the profiling hardware will
be flexible enough to perform a wide variety of analysis methods,
we need to capture many different signals as described in Table 1.
The second and third columns of the table shows the number of
posts that need to be inserted per tap and the location on the pro-
cessor where the tap needs to be placed. This gives us an estimate
of the number of posts or wires that needs to be accommodated
for all relevant information to be passed on to an analysis engine.
Based on the requirements shown in table 1 we estimate that 1024
bits of profile data will be generated each cycle, which will in turn
require 1024 wires or posts. Figure 5 shows the different blocks in
a Pentium 4 processor floorplan, and our estimate of where the data
needs to be gathered.

3.4 An Example Hardware Monitor

Designing an analysis engine capable of performing a variety of
online program analysis is no trivial task. On one end, a counter
is probably the simplest mechanism to aid program analysis, while
on the other end we could have complex analysis processors capa-
ble of running tens of profiling algorithms, enabling multiple op-
timizations, and performing analysis over different profile data of
the running program all at the same time. Rather than exploring
this massive design space, in this section we start by describing the
design and analysis of a simple example analysis engine based on
past work. We then use this as the layer-2 analysis engine in the
proposed 3D architecture. For all analysis and design process in
this paper we assume 2 GHz clock rate and 0.13-µ technology at
1.1V. Our purpose here is to examine a concrete example to argue
the feasibility of an introspective 3D chip.

Analysis Engine Architecture - Looking at the operations
which a programmable analysis engine might most frequently per-
form, we find that an associative lookup followed by counter incre-
ments, simple manipulations on a set of counters, and a periodic
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Figure 4. A floorplan of the layer-2 analysis engine. 1024 bits of
profile data flow from layer-1 to this layer-2 through the 3D posts.
This data is then filtered and appropriate routines are called in to
process the data by the crossbar and the DFE. The floorplan of an
XScale processor was used to determine the size and shape of the
analysis engine core, the data cache, and the instructions cache.
An associative array and a data array are used to speed lookup and
profiling operations.
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Figure 5. The figure on the left shows the locations where chip
profile data will need to be gathered if the profiling hardware is
integrated with the chip (a P4 in this case). If the analysis engine
is located on the periphery of the chip, significant signals will have
to be global, even if they are placed to minimize wire length (as
they are in this picture). The numbers by the end of each line
show the number of bits. The figure on the right shows an analysis
engine stacked on top, connected with posts. There is no new
global routing on the processor layer, and the global routing on the
analysis layer is minimized because the analysis can be centrally
located.

sequence of complex computations are very common functions. We
would like to provide at least these features on our layer-2 analysis
engine and we consider the architecture of an analysis engine based
on the profiling co-processor proposed by Zilles and Sohi [52]. We
have made a couple of modifications to the co-processor architec-
ture to suit the 3D IC architecture including additional features to
make more complex analysis possible and increasing the size of
memory.

Specifically, the architecture of the layer-2 comprises of the
following components: a core analysis engine, an associative array
to perform fast lookups, a data array, a crossbar which filters the
layer-1 data down to only that which is needed for analysis at
the layer-2 processor, a decoder and field extractor (DFE) which
determines what processing to do with profile data captured at



Area Dyn Power Stat Power
Component in mm2 in mW in mW

Associative Array 2.42 371 2.23
Data Array 2.23 464 4.19
DFE 0.03 128 0.08
Sample Buffer 2.07 586 4.76
CrossBar 0.054 103 0
AE Core 3 300 1.71
D-Cache 3 350 3.6
I-Cache 3 350 3.6

Total 15.82 2652 18.46

Table 2. Power and area requirements for the components in the
analysis engine

the layer-1 processor, and a sample buffer to store the profile data
before the analysis engine picks it up for processing. The floorplan
of the architecture is shown in Figure 4. The analysis engine, at
the core, is a RISC microprocessor in a six-layer metal 0.13-µm,
which implements the ARMTM V.5TE as described in [12]. In our
analysis, we select a sample buffer of size 16 KB with with one
read and one write port, an associative array of 16 KB with one
read-write port, a data array of 32 KB with one read-write port, and
instruction & data caches each of 32 KB.

Hardware Overhead - The area and power for this analysis
processor are calculated based on the designs described in [12].
In [12], Clark et al. describe an implementation of the Intel XScale
Microarchitecture. We scale the static power, dynamic power and
area of the XScale core from 0.18 µm to 0.13 µm technology as
described in [10]. We find that the area of this core is about 9 mm2

and that it would consume 1.1 W dynamic power and 9 mW static
power for 0.13 µm technology at room temperature (300K). We
break down the area, dynamic power, and static power of the core
into the analysis engine (AE) core, the D-cache and the I-cache
using the floorplan provided in the paper [12] and using E-cacti
tool [33].

We extend the Ecacti tool to get the dynamic/static power and
area of data array, DFE, sample buffer. Ecacti does not support
the static power modeling of associative arrays and hence we get
a rough estimate of the static power using the model of Butts et al.
[11]. We consider the values of kdesign for RAM cell and associa-
tive CAM cell from [11] to scale the results accordingly. Table 2
shows the power and area requirements for each of the components
in analysis engine on layer-2. By summing the hardware overhead
of each component, we find that the analysis engine requires about
16 mm2 and consumes about 2.7 W dynamic power and 18.5 mW
static power at room temperature. Later in Section 4.4 we will eval-
uate the thermal impact of stacking this design with a P4 processor.

Programmability - While working out all the implementation
details of an example system using 3D introspection is beyond the
scope of this paper, it is worth mentioning how this analysis layer
might be used and programmed. The core can be programmed by
the main processor to include a variety of filters, to perform sam-
pling, and more importantly to actually store run-time analysis in-
formation (such as legal memory ranges). The filters set the cross-
bar at the layer-2 to transfer only the relevant bits among the 1024
bits flowing into the analysis engine every cycle. The Decoder and
field extractor (DFE) is programmable to choose among the fields
of the incoming instruction to be profiled (which is fetched from
the sample buffer). The DFE also decides what type of profiling to
do on this instruction. The profiling code itself, is loaded onto the
analysis engine by the layer-1 processor.

4. Architectural Ramifications
In the sections leading up to this we have discussed the individual
pieces to the larger puzzle of introspection through 3D IC technol-
ogy. To actually weigh the advantage of such a scheme we need to
consider 4 types of systems –

1. Basic system (Sbase) - The base case where the cost of the chip
to the consumer is minimum but there is no hardware support
for analysis. All area, power, and thermal impacts of additional
hardware support should be considered in relation to this.

2. System with integrated profiling hardware (Sintegrated) - This
involves designing and fabricating the analysis engine along
with the processor on the same die. This affects the routing
on the chip since the profile data needs to flow from the place
where it is generated from the taps on the processor to the place
where it is processed in the analysis engine, and may impact
design complexity significantly.

3. System with profiling hardware stacked on top (Sstacked) - In
this system the profile data now flows through the posts to the
analysis engine which is stacked directly over the processor.
As mentioned earlier, the design and fabrication costs of such
a processor can be decoupled from that of the analysis engine.
However, the cost of manufacturing this 3D chip is definitely
higher compared to the base system. We show later in this
section that Sstacked requires an additional 0.021mm2 active
area and 1.4% more power than Sbase. We also show that
additional active area required for Sintegrated is more by a
factor of 20 than what is required by Sstacked and also that
Sstacked consumes less than half as much power as Sintegrated

does.

4. System with profiling stubs (no stacking) (Sstubs)- As we have
argued before, not all consumers would require introspection
and analysis on their chips. In fact, most consumers (at least
99.7% of them) are end users who are only interested in using
computers for applications. In the Sintegrated version, we have
no other option but to design and verify Sbase (for the 99.7%)
and Sintegrated (for the 0.3% developer community). However,
in the case of Sstacked, since the analysis engine design is
decoupled from the base processor, all we need to do on the base
processor is to make provisions for stacking an analysis engine.
This way, we need to design just one type of processor with
stubs in it. Though these stubs have a very low impact on the
power and area, we think it is important to evaluate it because
this is the one that is sold to 99.7% of the consumers. We later
show that this additional provisioning for analysis support adds
about 0.021mm2 of active area with less than 1% increase in
power.

We now evaluate these four systems with respect to their
routability, area, power, and thermal effects and show that Sstacked

for developers and Sstubs for the end-users makes some difficult-
to-achieve profiling and analysis techniques practicable and cost
effective.

4.1 Routability

For an analysis engine to perform any introspection, the data needs
to flow from the taps on the host processor to the analysis engine
(as shown in Figure 5). In the Sbase configuration, no such wires
are required because no hardware analysis is performed, whereas
for Sintegrated and Sstacked, wires travel from a functional block
on the host processor towards a logical connector in the analysis
engine. In Sintegrated the logical connectors are at the boundary of
the processor from where the analysis engine can fetch the profile
data. In the case of Sstacked, wires terminate in layer-2 as shown



in figures 3 and 5. In either case, the long wires will need to be
segmented and buffered as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Figure 5 shows the wires that need to be drawn from the pro-
cessor core into the analysis engine, and Table 1 shows both the
number of vertical posts required to capture all necessary informa-
tion and the locations on the physical processor from where we
need to draw wires. Based on this information we find that the total
wire length required for Sintegrated is 5682.3mm. We earlier dis-
cussed that segments of length 285um should be used for optimal
buffering. Hence we require on the order of 5682.3mm/285um =
20, 000 buffers for Sintegrated. That is a significant number of
buffers and distributing them throughout the chip adds greatly to
design complexity.

In the case of our proposed Sstacked configuration, we do not
require any wiring on the processor layer other than the posts. One
buffer is required to drive each vertical post, and each post carries
the signal up until it reaches the analysis engine layer. Hence there
is no additional horizontal wiring required on the processor layer in
the Sstacked configuration. Sstacked still requires 1024 buffers (one
buffer per vertical post) to drive the signal from the host processor
to the analysis engine. This reduces the number of buffers (almost
20 times less than Sintegrated) and it further eases the design of
layer-1 because there is no need to coordinate between different
functional blocks. In terms of routability, Sstacked and Sstubs are
essentially the same as both have an identical layer-1.

4.2 Area

With additional wires and buffers on the processor layer to trans-
mit profile information, there is an added space requirement. As
described earlier, every wire that needs to be laid occupies some
space on the metal layer (for the wire and the via, as shown in fig-
ure 2) and the buffers occupy space on the active layer. While there
can be a non-linear area impact due to increased interconnect in the
face of significant congestion, we estimate the area impact from
the number of buffers and wire area needed which is likely to be a
conservative estimate.

The area overhead is, therefore, a contribution of the wire
area at the top most metal layer (also referred to as the global
layer) (Awire), via area (Avia) and the area at the active layer
by the buffers (Aactive). Awire + Avia is called the metaliza-
tion area (Ametalization). In Sintegrated, the horizontal wires total
5683.2mm in length and assuming a global layer in 0.13um tech-
nology where the wire pitch is 670nm [1] (as also described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2) Awire is 670nm × 5683.2mm = 3.8mm2. The area
taken by one buffer is 0.000021mm2 as calculated in Section 3.2.2.
For Sintegrated, Aactive is 20000× 0.000021 = 0.41mm2 which
then needs to be distributed over the chip.

Figure 6 shows the increase in area for the three configurations
over Sbase. Since Sintegrated has all wires on layer-1, the first
bar only shows increases in layer-1 components, which is about
4.2mm2. This is without even considering the extra 16.5 mm2

required for the integrated analysis engine, it is just the area needed
on the processor layer for the buffers.

The bar for Sstub (which also has no layer-2) just has an in-
crease in area due to the posts (which is not connected to anything)
and then drivers for those posts. The total amount of area required
is around 0.021mm2, or an estimated 0.008% increase. Including
stubs should not impact the cost of a system compared to Sbase.

In the case of Sstacked, we have the area of the buffers and posts
in layer-1 (as for Sstub), but we now have to route the data from the
posts to the analysis engine. While this does not impact the size of
the processor layer, it is worth considering the routing complexity
at the second level. However, as can be seen in the Figure 5, the
routing is significantly easier in the second layer because we can
more centrally locate the analysis engine. If fact we can place it
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Figure 6. The figure shows the increase in area of different config-
urations compared to the Sbase configuration. L1 and L2 indicate
the area required on layer-1 and layer-2 respectively. Negligibly
small amount of area overhead on layer-1 in Sstacked and Sstub is
one of the major advantages of using 3D IC technology for intro-
spection.

directly over the core as long as the thermal impact is not too large
as we study in subsequent sections.

One issue that comes up with optionally including a second
layer is how to deal with I/O. On a typical chip, pads are fabri-
cated on the top-most level of metal. ITRS numbers indicate that a
processor may need about 1000 pads for I/O and another 1000 pads
just for power and ground. There are two issues here: First, in the
case of Sstub, communication stubs must not significantly interfere
with the pad placement. Given that the stubs are insignificant in
size compared to the pads we believe they could be easily squeezed
in between the pads with negligible effect. The second problem is
for Sstacked. In that case all of the I/O, power, and ground for the
main processor will have to be routed vertically through the anal-
ysis layer. This should not pose a significant problem as the anal-
ysis layer has the same footprint as the processor layer, but is far
less dense (so routing around these extra vias in the analysis layer
should be easily solvable). It may increase the amount of Analysis
Layer (L2) Metalization area estimated by our analysis by a factor
of 2 or 3, but it should impact neither the cost of Sstub nor the ther-
mal issues of Sstacked. However a full and careful analysis of 3D
IC I/O issues is outside the scope of this paper.

4.3 Power

An analysis engine, when running, will necessarily draw power.
That power will come from one of two major sources, the wires
required for routing (including stubs, posts, and buffers) and the
analysis engine itself. As we demonstrate in this section, if the
wires are routed across chip, interconnect power can easily dwarf
the power consumed by a second processor. In trying to build an
analysis engine that is as non-intrusive as possible it is important to
minimize this power consumption.

In the case of Sintegrated, since the wires are drawn from
the processor to the analysis engine as shown in figure 5, power
is only required to drive the signal horizontally across the chip
(Phoriz). Each buffer consumes 0.29mW and, as we discussed
above, Sintegrated will require 20000 buffers. That means a total
of 5862mW is required. The bars in Figure 7 show the increase in
power with respect to the Sbase. We see that in figure 7, just for
transferring profile data across the chip (L1 Phoriz), Sintegrated

consumes 24% more than Sbase. When combined with even a
simple analysis engine, this is a 34% increase in power.
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Figure 7. The bar graph shows the percentage increase in power
of different configurations compared to Sbase. AE is the power
consumed by the example analysis engine we consider in this paper.
L1 and L2 represent the power consumption to transfer profile data
in layer-1 and layer-2 respectively. The Horiz factor is the drive
signals on the same plane and the V ert component is to drive it
across layers. Sstacked results in less than 2% increase at layer-1
and Sstubs less than 1%.

3D IC technology does not fully solve this problem, as Sstacked

needs power to drive the profile data up to the second layer (L1
Pvert) and then to transfer the data to a suitable location on the
layer-2 analysis engine (L2 Phoriz). However, because the posts
are quite small, and because the total distance traveled for wires
can be much less with careful placement, the interconnect power
can be reduced from 23% to 8%.

As we have mentioned, to be able to simplify the design and
verification process, we wanted to maintain a single fabrication
process for layer-1 for Sstacked and Sstubs. Hence, though there
is not a layer-2 in Sstubs, we need to make room for a possible
mounting of layer-2. This means that we will have some vias
which remain dangling on layer-1 metal which will add to the
power consumption, though by a very small factor. We evaluate
the Sstub’s additional power requirement due to the buffers and
vias hanging on in layer-1’s metal layer (assuming we do not add
extra circuitry to stop them from driving if disconnected). Even
with these buffers driving, because the load is significantly less (the
posts are not attached) there is less than a 1% increase in power
compared to Sbase. It may be possible to even further reduce this
with careful design.

4.4 Thermal

Until now we have focused on evaluating the area and power im-
pact for 4 different configurations. While power and area play ma-
jor roles in the cost of a system, the cooling cost is also extremely
important. To address these thermal problems researchers have pro-
posed a variety of techniques including using performance counters
for power [25], tracking runtime temperature [30], and even ther-
mal management at the microarchitectural level [43]. The total sys-
tem power in part determines the system temperature and hence the
cooling cost of the system.

One potential problem with a 3D approach is that you might
stack a hot analysis engine onto an already critical processor hot-
spot. In fact, that is exactly what you want to do with an analysis
engine, as usually the hottest, most active, parts of the chip yield
the most information. To examine this effect, we have performed a
detailed thermal analysis of Sstacked.

For the 3D introspective chip, the total system power required
includes all layer-1 and layer-2 horizontal and vertical driver buffer
powers, the power consumed by the analysis engine, and the power

consumed by the host processor itself. For a base case (Sbase) we
use industry data from the Pentium 4 processor, we then examine
the impact of adding the stacked component (Sstacked). Using lay-
out geometry, power distribution, and physical parameters of all
the components in the processor and analysis engine we are able to
model the estimated thermal impact. A full-chip realistic packaging
model is incorporated and takes into account both vertical and lat-
eral heat transfer paths. Electrothermal couplings [7] are embedded
into heat parabolic partial differential equations [39] and the equa-
tions are solved in a self-consistent manner using the Alternating-
Direction-Implicit (ADI) method [40, 22].

The thermal profiles can be seen in figure 8 (they are better seen
in color). The left most figure in the first row is the temperature
profile of the base Pentium 4 processor. Each column of figures
represents a different configuration. Immediately to the right of the
base case is the case for Sstacked, with the analysis engine (shown
on bottom) stacked on to of the P4 (shown on top). To obtain a
pessimistic case, we have placed the analysis engine directly on top
of the hottest part of the P4 core. In addition to showing the thermal
gradients, the temperature of the hottest spot (which is usually used
to determine packaging requirements) is shown in bold. We can
see that Sbase maximum temperature is 54.8oC and for Sstacked

the hotspot is 55.9oC. This small 1.1oC rise in maximum system
temperature provides evidence that cooling a Sstacked should be
feasible, and even if slightly more expensive, would not impact
developers too significantly.

While a simple analysis engine such as Sstacked would provide
basic functionality, the amount of computation it could perform
would be limited compared to the size of the stream of data avail-
able. With terabytes of program data per second at your disposal, it
might make sense to develop a specialized high-throughput analy-
sis engine to make good use of it all. While we do not develop such
an architecture here, we do consider two more aggressive designs
for the purpose of examining their thermal profiles in the hopes
that it may be useful to those that will. Specifically we consider a
simple tiling of analysis engines mounted on layer-2. The third col-
umn in figure 8 shows the temperature profile for a Pentium 4 (top)
with four analysis engines mounted on layer-2 (bottom). Interest-
ingly, while the total average temperature goes up, the temperature
of the hottest point on the chip decreases slightly from 55.9oC to
55.8oC. Despite the fact that there is now a factor 4 times more
heat being generated on layer-2, the analysis engines have been po-
sitioned so as to not directly overlap with the hot-spot. Finally, we
consider a case where 8 analysis engines fully tile the second layer
which raises the temperature to 57.5oC. While hot-spot mitigation
is an important area of research already, we simply point out that
in building an 3D analysis layer, if hot-spots are avoided it could
enable far more computation on the layer-2. Of course this could
lead to longer interconnects and more power, but this is a tradeoff
better left to future work.

5. Conclusions
Enabling programmers and software developers to more easily
track down bugs, identify performance bottlenecks, and secure their
code against attacks needs to be one of the primary concerns of
system designers at all levels, including computer architects. One
method in which architecture could aid in attacking these prob-
lems is through the creation of machines which support intensive
dynamic analysis methods with a minimum of interference on the
software. We propose that hardware support assisting in these en-
deavors should be detached from the typical end-user system. One
way of detaching this functionality is to have an auxiliary analysis
engine capable of performing all of the required dynamic analysis,
and to stack this analysis engine on top of the main processor with
3D IC technology.
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Figure 8. The first row shows the thermal profiles of Pentium 4 and their variation with addition of analysis engines (from left to right). The
second row shows the thermal profiles for the analysis layer. The first column has just the Sbase profile, whereas the second, third and fourth
show thermal profiles of the two layers when one, four, and eight analysis engines respectively are mounted on Pentium 4 base.

One of the biggest advantages of this approach is that the cost
of specialized analysis hardware is decoupled from the highly cost
sensitive consumer market. In doing so, users can still buy their
cheap high performance machines because the only extra hardware
they are paying for are stubs. The additional cost of the hardware
to perform online analysis, the cost of the interconnect to route the
performance data, and the cost of the complexity of handling that
global interconnect, are all eliminated. The hardware stubs that are
left increase area and power by no more than 0.021mm2 and 0.9%
respectively, numbers which might be further reduced with careful
design. At the same time, developers and users both benefit from
the increased analysis power of dynamic monitoring tools. Even
though our argument, like most arguments in systems, is economic
in nature, we have used the metrics of area, power, routability, and
temperature to quantify one possible design. While the thermal
impact of stacking two hot cores together is always a concern in
3D design, we show that the effect is manageable for both our
sample system and for a system 8 times more powerful. Given that
developers would need to pay more for this additional hardware
anyways, the incremental cost of additional cooling should be a
minor.

While we have done a detailed analysis of one possible sys-
tem, there are many open research questions remaining, including
finding the best design for an analysis layer. Given that the profile
data rates available from a 3D introspective chip are very large, a
more throughput oriented analysis architecture will be needed to
exploit the full potential of the data rates. With the 3D techniques
we present in this paper, we hope to open the door to a rich de-
sign space with the dimensions of analysis functionality, generality,
area, and thermal impact.
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